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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Surgical cares are one of the most complex and costly health care services and optimizing them should be prioritized. Medical error as an adverse event can be considered as a threat to the safety of the patients. The revelation of errors is recognized as the basis for maintaining and improving the safety of patients; consequently, the present study aimed to investigate pre-, intra- and postoperative care errors in the operating rooms and their related factors.

Method: This descriptive-analytic study was conducted in the operating rooms of selected hospitals of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences. The research instrument was a researcher-made questionnaire including demographic information, errors perioperative care and effective factors on these sorts of medical cares. Data were entered into SPSS software and analyzed by statistical tests.

Findings: The mean error in the perioperative care was 25.33%, the highest error rate was related to preoperative care (31%) and then the error in postoperative care (25.24%) and the lowest level of error rate was seen in line with intraoperative care (20.75%); the results showed that the most effective factor in the occurrence of care errors in the operating room were environmental and structural factors (80.25%), then individual factors (75.27%) and management factors (61.75%).

Conclusion: Regarding the lesser intraoperative cares error, it can be concluded that nurses are more focused on surgical procedures and surgical principles in line with the operation and are more likely to play a role of the assistant surgeon in the operating room and pay less attention to nursing care before and after the operation.
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INTRODUCTION

Medical science is based on the principle “First, do no harm.” Despite the development in technology and healthcare, medical errors can lead to damage to patients (1-3). Patient safety is defined as “absence of adverse events.” (4) Ensuring patient safety before injury is a concern of all health care providers, so patient safety is a matter that is inherently related to professional identity (5). Safe surgery is defined as protecting patients from potential medical errors or minimizing mistakes during pre, intra, and post-operative stages (6). Surgical care is one of the most complex and costly health care services and its optimization should be prioritized (7).

Medical error is defined as an adverse event or failure to achieve desirable outcomes (8). In order to enhance patient safety, prevention of health-related harms is a critical and comprehensive component of health care providers. Although it is likely that these harms can be preventable, but in some cases, prevention of certain injuries may be inevitable (9). Medical errors include a wide range of incidents, including drug errors, errors in patient identification, and errors or delays in diagnosis. In addition to the mistakes that may be made by any medical practitioner, mistakes made by the surgeons include wrong site surgery and wrong procedure. These errors can be significant and lead to significant
consequences for patient, surgeon and the hospital (10). Surgical errors are often defined in the field of medical errors; therefore, there is little information on how to define perioperative care error in surgery (11).

Various studies have shown that 53 to 70 percent of surgical errors occur in the operating room before or after surgery. So paying attention to all stages of the surgery, from patient admission to discharge, led to significant progress in patient safety (12-15). Therefore, error detection has been considered as the basis for maintaining and improving the safety of the patient (16). In addition, categorization of these errors and efforts to control and reduce them in operating room and identifying their associated factors, can protecting the patient’s safety, prevent possible damages to patient, reduce the side effects, shorten the patient’s hospital stay, reduce financial costs, and prevent similar errors in the future and can also be a valuable source of information (17).

Since the occurrence of an error in the operating room with regard to the special conditions of this part of hospital is very important and there are few studies about perioperative care errors and their related factors, this study aimed to determine perioperative care errors and related factors in the operating rooms of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences in 2017.

**METHOD**

This descriptive-analytic study investigated the perioperative care errors in surgical operations and the related factors affecting them in operating rooms of selected hospitals of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences in 2017. By using the related formula, the sample size was determined as 202 technologists and operating room nurses, and by taking into account a loss of 10, 222 samples were selected as the statistical population of this study.

**Determining the Sample Size**

\[
 n = \frac{Z_{1-\alpha/2} P(1-P)}{d^2}
\]  

The inclusion criteria of this study included having at least an associate degree in operation room or nursing, as well as a work experience of at least 6 consecutive months in the operation room shifts, and in case of defect in completing the questionnaire they were excluded from the study, and 10 people were excluded from the study.

The data collection tool was a researcher-made questionnaire that was compiled by using valid texts. This questionnaire consisted three parts: the first was demographic information, the second part related to the tasks of the operating room technologists with regard to the operation procedure, which were assessed by means of five-choice questions, with a Likert scale, (always "0", often "1", sometimes "2", rarely "3", never "4"), and the third part consists of three domains: environmental and structural factors, individual factors and management factors, was related to the factors affecting the error with Likert scale, (I totally agree with "4", I agree "3", I have no idea "2", I oppose "1", totally disagree "0"). The content validity of the questionnaire was obtained by using the views of the 10 faculty members of the operating room group and making the necessary corrections and approving them. The reliability of the questionnaire was completed so that the questionnaire was completed by 10% of the sample size (20 people), then the Cronbach’s alpha score was 0.89. First, the mean error score was obtained in each of the domains pre-, intra- and post-operation stages, and then the mean scores were converted to percentages and classified into three categories of less error (0> 33), moderate error (66-33), and high error (>66). Also, the score of each of the factors associated with the operating room errors was obtained and in order to determine the average score, each of these factors was converted to zero to 100 and classified into three groups of factors with low (-0> 33), moderate (33-66) and high (>66) care errors in the operating room.

The research entered the operating room after receiving approvals from the Ethics Committee of Isfahan University of Medical Sciences (396707) and offered to the hospital authorities. After getting permission of the operating room officer at the beginning of the each working shift. Then the research objectives and the manner of completing the questionnaires were explained to the research samples. Informed consent was obtained from personnel and the participants were assured that the questionnaires would be anonymous and the received information would be confidential. Then, the questionnaires were distributed among the research samples and collected after completion at the end of the shift. Data were collected by SPSS software version 24 and analyzed by using descriptive statistics and Pearson correlation test.
RESEARCH FINDINGS

212 completed questionnaires were analyzed (response rate was 95.5%). The results of this study showed that 68.9% of the samples were women, 32.5% were single, 66.5% were married and one percent of the participants have lost their spouses. Also, 25% had associate degrees, 73.1% had a bachelor’s degree, and only 1.9% had master’s degree or higher. 32.5% have a work experience of fewer than 5 years, 25.5% between 5 to 10 years, 17.5% between 10 and 15 years, 12.5% between 15 and 20 years, and 8% over 25 years of work experience. Other demographic findings are presented in Table 1.

The findings of the current study showed that the error mean in perioperative care was 25.33%, which indicated a low error rate (0-33%), so that the lowest error rate in intraoperative care with a mean score of 0.83 ± 0.38 was equal to 20.75% and the highest error rate was in preoperative care with an average score of 1.24 ± 0.69 was equal to 31.07%, and the mean error score in postoperative care (0.97 ± 0.51) was equal to 24.25%, which indicates that the error rate is low (0-33) (Table 2).

As shown in Table 3, structural and environmental factors (80.25%), individual factors (78.25%), had the strongest effect (>66%) and management factors (61.75%) had moderate effect (33-66%) with errors in perioperative cares.

Regarding the results, all three environmental and structural, individual and management factors have a significant relationship with the occurrence of care errors in the operating room (P < 0.05) (Table 4).


DISCUSSION

This study was performed to investigate the care errors in operational procedures and their related factors in the operating room. The results of this study showed that the error rate in preoperative care was 31 ± 16% and the least error rate (11.5%) in relation to preoperative care was related to checking the operation location and patient awareness about the operation and post-operative care. The study of Cohoon showed that the incidence of near misses in the holding and admission room was 35% and the lowest error rate was related to the wrong patient with 3.1%, and then the wrong side with 4.3% (18). Gorji et al. also found that out of 187 identified errors cases in 21 surgical procedures, 32% were related to preoperative processes, and he also stated that the most dangerous identified error was the admission of the patient in the operating room (19). In addition, in the study by Somville's and the error rate in the preoperative phase was mentioned 15% (20). It seems that the lower rate of error about the wrong patient and wrong side in the surgery can be due to the fact that the location of operation is marked in the wards, also once the patient entered the operation room, s/he could be asked about the side and the type of surgery, and a safety checklist is also completed by the caretakers of the operating room. However, doing operation and operation procedure is of the most important concerns of nurses in line with an operation that may lead to underestimating patients awareness in the operating room, or depending on the specific operating conditions of the operating room, patient training opportunities would not be available.

In the present study, the degree of care error in intraoperative care was 20.77 ± 9.64%. Somerville et al. reported an error rate in the intraoperative phase as 39% (20). Stone et al. also found that in 87.1% of the surgeries, errors have occurred that the highest amount of them (27.8%) was related to the technical error and 25.3% of errors were related to infection and aseptic observance, 18.2% error cases were related to equipment and 12.5% was related to delayed operation, and only 5.7% of the errors were related to nursing care in the operating room (21). In Chen’s et al., out 130 detected errors during the operation, 40 cases were related to the equipment errors, 18 were related to documentation, 16 items were related to lack of access to devices, only 6 cases were related to sterilization and 5 cases of lack of workforce; and only one case was related to loss of samples (22) and these results are not consistent with the results of the current research. It seems that the difference in the amount of error during surgery with the present study is due to the fact that they investigate all the medical errors in the operating room, such as posing the patient and nursing care, actions such as anesthesia, the presence of anesthesiologists and surgeons, and surgical technique errors which are carried out by all surgical careers, but in this research, cases related to nursing and perioperative cares (including preparing the necessary equipment for surgery, observing individual and patient safety points, observing aseptic points during the preparation of the surgical environment), the operating principles in the operating room were checked in the operating room and only perioperative and nursing care errors were investigated.

The results of the study showed that error in postoperative care was 24.25 ± 12.84%, and Gorji's et al. study indicated that only 16% of identified errors were associated with postoperative processes (19). The difference between the results of this study and the current study could be due to the fact that they also reviewed the process of drug injection in recovery, but in this study, issues such as preparing the room for the next operation, supervising the room cleaning, delivery and evolution of electrical appliances and surgical sets which is one of the tasks of nurses in operation procedure.

The results of the study about the factors affecting the occurrence of error showed that the most important factor in the occurrence of care errors in the operating room were environmental and structural factors with a mean score of 80.25% that the suitability of physical space and access to the equipment in the operating room environment were important factors in this domain. ElBardiss's et al. study results were consistent with the results of this study and they indicated that the operating room environment and its design, such as light, temperature, bustle, and noise, are factors that affect the occurrence of an error (23). On the other hand, in this study, individual factors also have an effect on an error with an average score of 78.25% and the most important factor in this context was personnel fatigue. In Bijani's et al. study in 2013 and another study by Saki et al. in 2016 it was indicated that fatigue is one of the most important factors affecting the occurrence of errors. Also, Vidyarthi et al. stated that exposure to fatigue caused an increase in stress and, consequently, increased the likelihood of an error (1, 24-26). The results of Khameslou's et al. study showed that nurses considered working conditions such as crowdedness, lack of workforce and exhaustion as effective factors in the occurrence of drug errors (27).

In terms of management factors, a mean score of 61.75% was obtained, which indicates a moderate effect (33-66%) of this factor on the error occurrence. Eslamian's et al. showed that management factors were the most important factor (84.2%) in nurses’ error (28). The shortage of human resources and performing the tasks by a team were among the most important factors in the errors of this field, which is in line with the study of Bijani et al. (24). Cramer et al. also showed
that heavy workload and a shortage of manpower are the factors affecting the incidence of nursing errors (29). Morey et al. found that improved teamwork reduced errors from 30.9% to 4.4% in the emergency department among nurses and doctors (30). In this regard, Ugur et al. also reported failure to do teamwork as an effective factor in Errors (1), and their results are consistent with the present study.

CONCLUSION

The error rate in pre and postoperative cares was higher than intraoperative care that could be due to care provider focusing on surgical procedures and surgical principles and their greater willingness to play the role of first surgeon assistant. Given the importance and the undeniable impact of pre and post operational nursing cares on patients, managers and authorities must reduce errors in pre and post-operative cares by providing suitable programs.
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